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I live in Taranaki, home to award-winning Poet Laureate Elizabeth
Smither. Over time, I have discovered other wordsmiths lurking in the
shadow of the mountain.
These writers are slowly finding the courage to step into the light and
reveal themselves.
In 2017, I established a group called Pop Up Poetry Taranaki to give
and build confidence to those wanting to develop their poetic habit. As a
new writer myself, there is something reassuring about being with those
who share the same passion.
I am a poet

a fine line staff
Managing Editor: Ivy Alvarez
Editorial Assistant: Emma Shi
Cover Design: E Wen Wong

It took me about a year before I dared call myself a poet. I remember
writing it on a form first before I actually said it aloud. Now I say it
confidently and often.

Quotations of the Season

The reaction I get is always one of fascination. Being able to identify as
a poet is part of the process of backing myself, and that’s the biggest
challenge for any new or emerging poet.

Poems are other people’s
snapshots in which we
recognise ourselves.

Sharing poetry is an intensely personal, almost intimate activity. It takes
guts to put your work out there, knowing it’ll be scrutinised and judged,
liked or disliked — but if your motivation to write poetry is authentic and
your words convey your truth, then you have nothing to worry about.

— Charles Simic
A creative vent
The best love poems confirm
something we secretly felt but
never said.
— Tess Gallagher

My seven-day-a-week business allowed me to observe the best and
worst of human behaviour, while riding the roller coaster of small business
ownership. Writing poetry became an important creative vent for me, my
go-to tool for saving my sanity.
In my 20s, I studied linguistics at university and became a speech
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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language therapist, so I’ve always had an affinity for words and expression. I’ve read lots of other poems and developed
an appreciation of poetry as an art form.
Personally, I enjoy finding out about different poetry types and challenging myself to give them a go.

Come listen, share, enjoy
Pop Up Poetry Taranaki meets monthly at different, cost-free, venues. There are no obligations. No formality.
As such, it provides a safe, supportive, and positive place to share our poems as well as any poems we’ve
discovered and poets who inspire us.
The name Pop Up Poetry hints at the spontaneity of the group. We pop up everywhere and share our work anywhere.
Between meets, the group is active on Facebook, where our Pop Up Poetry Taranaki page provides an online
connection. Regular posts invite comments and questions so as to get engagement from those interested in
following our posse of poets.
We often update our page with new information about events, as well as providing it as a space to publish
poems and showcase local poets’ talents. Each poet brings their own style, from dark and deep, to frivolous and
fluffy — but every single poem entertains.
Breaking perceptions
I am always actively looking for varied ways to promote poetry locally. Finding creative and eye-catching
opportunities to showcase poets’ works excites me.
From poems on pillows in local hotels and motels, to poems on sticky notes left on a street, halting people’s
busy day briefly, I’m intent on breaking the public perception of poetry being something found only in books. I
want others to find enjoyment in poetry, and its relevance to daily life, rather than it being something tedious, or
that people can only recall being forced to study in English classes at school.
Overcoming fears
Naturally, by choosing to do something different or something new, there is always fear — fear of change and
its impact; fear of being thought of as losing it; fear of not being considered good enough.
As a poet, I never lose these fears, but I learn how to put them in perspective, and frame things more favourably.
After deciding to close my seven-day-a-week business recently to focus on activities more conducive to my well-being, I
am excited by the prospect of investing more time and energy into poetry.
Writing poetry puts me in a good place. It fills my cup. It’s like my meditation.
Putting it out into the world is simply about affirmation, an acknowledgement that this is an art form in which I
invest myself and enjoy. If it resonates with someone else, that’s simply a bonus. I am grateful poetry has helped
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me arrive at a place where I have the courage to make and accept change.
Pop Up Poetry Taranaki’s tips for new and emerging poets
• Call yourself a poet. Write it down. Say it out loud with confidence and pride. Often.
• Stop procrastinating! Put pen to paper. Put words on a screen. Whatever works for you, just get on with it!
• Read poetry and write it — lots of it. You only gain confidence by writing more. Explore different kinds of
poetry and be inspired by them. Don’t be afraid to try them out for yourself.
• Try entering poetry competitions, but do so with the understanding that it’s like an audition. Don’t get caught
up in being successful or winning the part. If it’s not what the judge is looking for on the day, then the poem just
wasn’t the right fit. It doesn’t mean to say it was a bad poem.
• It can be tempting to post every poem on social media. Rookie mistake! If you do want to post online, wait at
least 24 hours, then re-read before sharing. Be aware that many publishers won’t consider poems that have been
previously published online. There’s a lot to be said for a bit of selectivity and patience.
• Practise reading your poems aloud. Use your cellphone to record yourself, so you can watch, listen, and work
on delivery to ensure maximum impact.
• Avoid chasing fame and fortune. Give yourself a purpose, a reason to write — whether it be by observing
life or establishing an event to celebrate poetry.
If you are genuine in your intentions, success (in whatever guise) will find you.

From the Editor
Ivy Alvarez
A promising writerly start to the New Year! Congratulations to fellow NZPS Wellington member Wes Lee,
recently awarded the 2019 Poetry New Zealand Prize for the best poem in The Poetry New Zealand Yearbook! We
love celebrating our members’ good news, so please share yours: editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
I wish to extend a warm welcome to Jamie Trower, our newest NZPS Committee member. We know his
enthusiasm will help us accomplish great things for the Society. Email Katharine Allard info@poetrysociety.org.nz
for more about joining the Committee.
Meeting regularly to write, read and discuss poetry at the Meow Café/Bar, Wellington, the Meow Gurrrls are a
group of women from Wellington, the Kapiti Coast and the Wairarapa. With half a dozen poetry videos, there’s
more to come, including work from NZPS member Janis Freegard and others. Simply search for “Meow Gurrrls”
in the YouTube search bar. For more writing news, events and opportunities, don’t forget to visit us on
FB.com/NewZealandPoetrySociety
Two opportunities for student members! For the upcoming Winter edition, check the FB page periodically for
details on our Featured Student Poem. Rewards include a New Zealand Society of Authors (NZSA) membership,
poetry books from Penguin NZ, books from Arty Bees in Wellington, and books from Unity Books in Wellington
with more to come. Should you or someone you know happen to be a student, be sure to also search for the Youth
Instagram Poetry Competition with @nzpoetrysociety. Open to New Zealand residents who identify as a student.
a fine line’s Editorial Assistant Emma Shi is always gathering expressions of interest from potential book
reviewers. Take a look at our Bookshelf and drop her a note: reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz
The theme for the next edition of a fine line is The Wave. I would love to receive your poetry-related articles,
letters, reviews, regional reports and, from our members, up to four poems (40 lines max), sent by 10 April 2019 to
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
For this Autumn edition, Helen Griffiths writes about the spontaneous Pop Up Poetry Taranaki group, while
Kathryn Simmonds meditates on the benefits and drawbacks of titling poems. Sandra Simpson writes a gracious
valediction to Aalix Roake, while Paula Harris reviews the work of Hera Lindsay Bird, Chris Tse, and Mimicry 2.
Our Members Poems’ have certainly cracked the glass on this season’s theme of Windows. Read them and see
what I mean. And well may you be enchanted by Instagram competition winner Gail Ingram’s poem and picture, too.
For this edition, I am delighted to present Iona Winter, our Featured Poet, with her introspective poems on
containment and release. Thanks for reading! Wishing you a snuggly-delicious autumn time with the poems you love.
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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About Our Contributors
Auckland’s West Coast and Waitakere Ranges are a strong influence in Arwen Flowers’ creative life. She’s a
qualified, practicing artist who paints and writes from home in Helensville, Auckland.
Michael Giacon is an Auckland poet and songwriter, and a member of the Central Auckland Poets.
Helen Griffiths wears many hats: mum, wife, Speech Language therapist, teacher, musician — and her most
recent hat? Poet! She is actively committed to growing the popularity of poetry in Taranaki.
Anne Hollier Ruddy grew up in NZ, lived in London and Australia before returning home. Her poems have
been published in both Australian and NZ anthologies.
Paula Harris lives in Palmerston North, where she writes poems and sleeps in a lot, because that's what
depression makes you do. She won the 2018 Janet B. McCabe Poetry Prize and her chapbook “i make men like you
die sweetly” will be published in September 2019 by dancing girl press (USA). She tweets randomly at
@paulaoffkilter
Gail Ingram writes poetry and short stories, and is widely published here and overseas. She is also poetry
editor for takahē magazine. Her first poetry collection Contents Under Pressure will be released April 2019. Find
more at theseventhletter.nz
Brett Reid is a New Zealander currently living in Ireland and trying to make the most of the writing
opportunities Ireland affords.
Kathryn Simmonds is the author of Sunday at the Skin Launderette (2008), a Forward prize-winner for best
first collection, and The Visitations (2013), as well as a novel and several short stories. Living in the East of
England with her family, she is the daughter of a New Zealander.
Sandra Simpson is editor of Haiku NewZ on the NZPS website and is an award-winning haiku poet, who lives
in Tauranga. She is co-editor of the forthcoming Fourth NZ Haiku Anthology.
In 2005, Trish Veltman left England for New Zealand. She has written stories since she could hold a pen. Now,
she’s completing a poetry collection for publication, and her third novel.
Iona Winter (Waitaha) lives in Dunedin. Published and anthologised in Aotearoa and internationally, she
writes in hybrid forms that explore the space between written and spoken word. She recently released and then the
wind came (Steele Roberts).

Feature Article
Working Titles
by Kathryn Simmonds
Finding the right title for a poem can feel like trying to solve a particularly painful crossword clue, but once
you’ve hit on the solution, sometimes after dozens of false starts, the answer seems obvious: how could it have
taken so long? I find this tantalising, head-scratching phase of discovery is often the most enjoyable part of writing
the poem, perhaps because it’s not really writing at all, more like daydreaming, and since poems are short (well,
shorter than the average novel), you can play the naming game over and over again. If some advertising
copywriters are said to be frustrated poets, then perhaps some poets are frustrated copywriters — at least when it
comes to titling.
Luckily for an enthusiast like me, titles are everywhere — in songs, books, films, dodgy Channel 5
documentaries. They bob around in the imagination, rubbing up against the flotsam and jetsam, riffing along on
their own rhythms. And memorable titles have rhythms — The Heart is a Lonely Hunter, Glengarry Glen Ross,
Exile on Main Street — combinations of sounds which are pleasing to say. Thinking back, I only picked up The
Unbearable Lightness of Being for its enigmatic title, and though I was a bit disappointed to find it featured a
slightly seedy bloke and his sexual conquests, the title had nonetheless worked its magic. Another copy sold.
It’s difficult to quantify why some titles have the power to stay with us, but everyone has a few favourites that
stick in the memory. One of mine is Heaney’s first collection, Death of a Naturalist, which seems to combine both
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confidence and poignancy, and the hush of John Ashbery’s first
book, Some Trees, blows through my head, too.
Out of curiosity, I asked a few fellow writers for their favourite
collection titles. Here’s a sample: My Life Asleep (Jo Shapcott),
The Privilege of Rain (David Swann), The Weddings at Nether
Powers (Peter Redgrove), Tattoos for Mother’s Day (Jean
Sprackland), Landscape with Small Humans (John Whitworth),
Bunny (Selima Hill), Landing Light (Don Paterson), The Best Man
That Ever Was (Annie Freud), The Book of Blood (Vicki Feaver).

titles don’t have to
tap-dance across the page

Most poets have a stack of half-written or unwritten poems kicking about where the only thing they feel certain
of is the title. I have a friend who teaches in a nursery school where the children call her by her Christian name, and
when she took the class on a trip I liked the idea of writing a poem called Miss Marion in the Butterfly House. Or
rather, I liked the sound of the title. But I couldn’t actually write the poem, so that one line sits in a file just in case
I’m able to add something to it one day. Apparently, Hugo Williams had a similar dilemma when he came up with
the title Billy’s Rain, but fortunately (the collection won the TS Eliot Prize), he managed to find the accompanying
poem. Of course, you could try getting away without any poem at all, as Don Paterson did with “On Going to Meet
a Zen Master in the Kyushu Mountains and Not Finding Him” where the title is the set-up and the blank space
below is the punch line.
Using a long title can create a striking effect, and James Wright was a master of the art. His famous poem
“Lying in a Hammock at William Duffy’s Farm in Pine Island, Minnesota” not only sets a specific scene, lowering
us down into the lull of the hammock as we begin to read, but it’s also the preparation for the poem’s killer last
line: ‘I have wasted my life.’ The contrast of that short line with the long, languid title helps to achieve the sudden
impact. One of my favourite long titles is Frank O’Hara’s A True Account of Talking to the Sun at Fire Island;
using the contents page test, who wouldn’t want to flip straight to that one? Another title to make a grab for the
reader’s attention is Ron Pagett’s “Ladies and Gentlemen in Outer Space”, a poem in which the title becomes the
first line, and the second line follows on with ‘here is my philosophy’. Dropping into the poem by using the first
line as the title isn’t always successful, since it’s occasionally obvious that the poet couldn’t think of anything so
just waded straight in, but in the case of Pagett’s poem, the strategy works a treat, delivering the unexpected,
namely a philosophy which offers the best way of cooking vegetables (‘a few minutes only… butter and serve’).
But of course, titles don’t have to tap-dance across the page, and there’s a fine line between intriguing your
readers and irritating them with the self-consciously kooky. In the end, everything depends on the poem and
sometimes, as those copywriters know, it’s best to keep it simple. Many of Elizabeth Bishop’s poems bear
straightforwardly descriptive or narrative titles, such as “The Fish” or “Filling Station”, confident introductions
which don’t need to shout for attention. Her villanelle “One Art” was “The Gift of Losing Things” for a long time,
before she decided to rename it, and the result reflects the clarity and poise of her writing.
Bishop drafted and redrafted her work, only publishing about a hundred poems in her lifetime. That ability to
wait until the poem is truly ready is something everyone wrestles with. How do you know when you’re finished?
Thinking about my own writing process, I sometimes find that if I’m really struggling to title a poem, it’s because I
don’t know what I’m naming. I don’t know what the poem is, and that’s a sign that it’s not actually finished, only
that I want it to be. I’ve also had the experience of coming up with the title too quickly and then being thrown off
course because the poem’s title is dictating what sort of poem should follow. I’m more comfortable when the title
comes with the body of the poem.
But if you’re pretty sure the poem is finished and it’s only the title that’s causing trouble, you could
always ask around for suggestions; I’ve noticed that even the quietest workshop springs to life when it comes to
suggesting names for the baby. And if that doesn’t work, there’s always the lift, an option which has proved
particularly popular with novelists. A well-judged clip from the right poem lends lyricism and weight, consider For
Whom the Bell Tolls, A Handful of Dust or Tender is the Night. Hard to believe that if Steinbeck hadn’t reached for
his Robert Burns in time, Of Mice and Men might have
been the much more prosaic Something That Happened. Robert Frost turned to Longfellow to find a name for his
first collection, A Boy’s Will, and many other poets have called on the poets who’ve gone before. John Stammers’s
second collection had the (second) working title of Mother’s Day, before he decided to use a phrase from a
Rosemary Tonks poem and the book became the darkly charged Stolen Love Behaviour. He explained, ‘As a title, it
has a much wider synecdoche. I think it’s just more striking with its hint of euphemism and odd-sounding syntax.’
Stammers likes to have a working title when he’s writing the manuscript, along with a cover image because ‘It’s all
part of the aesthetic: I think of the book as a whole piece of art’.
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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Titles force us to frame our work in a particular way, to give the reader some kind of steer, however loose, as to
how it might be read. It used to annoy me when I went to a gallery and saw a painting (usually something modern,
usually something I couldn’t make sense of), and then crept forwards only to read the smug little label Untitled.
Not only did it appear that the artist hadn’t put in enough thought, but I also felt excluded, left to drift along on my
own interpretation, whatever that might be, without a rope to cling to. Later it dawned on me that perhaps that was
the point. The artist wasn’t looking to interfere with the way the work was being received and perhaps, even more
unsettling, they weren’t quite sure what the painting was, either.
Glancing along my bookshelves while writing this, my eye fell on Geoffrey Hill’s 2006 collection, Without
Title, a book that is learned, complex, and passionate — a book that wants to roam free and so deliberately refuses
to be pinned down. Not far away sits a fat volume of Emily Dickinson; her brief, strange poems, also without title,
come at the reader just as they are, fully alive. To title them might be to reduce them, or explain when no
explanation is necessary. And yet, what happy Amherst afternoons she might have spent with just a pencil and
those piles and piles of unnamed poems.

• First published in Magma (#51, 2011)

Featured Poet Iona Winter
Mōteatea
The mōteatea enclosed in my chest aches to be released:
tangi te mapu / I must draw breath
Silently I witness people’s meaningless words render mine unspoken,
‘I’m sorry for your loss.’ What the fuck does that mean? I wish they would stop.
New lava etches across my heart, joining solidified tracks of those before you.
Did you know that my teardrops contain all of the oceans?
The mōteatea enclosed in my chest aches to be released:
tangi te mapu / I must draw breath
I want to call you back from wherever you have gone, we’re not done yet, you didn’t give me
time — but I see Papatūānuku now greets your bones.
You are in me — our hands, all of our mothers’ hands,
are kākano-womb-seed reminders that scratch at my belly like a ngāngara tail.
The mōteatea enclosed in my chest aches to be released:
tangi te mapu / I must draw breath

• previously in Blue Oyster Art Project Space (written and audio)
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She
Below:
she is a crack in the ocean floor / vapours billow forth — surfacing.
Above:
she is a primordial rose / magnificent thorns poised to puncture.
Outside:
she is the stain from a cat-caught-bird / whose enduring feathers survive.
Inside:
her water-blood-molecules shelter / the temple of moon-babies and secrets.

Intuit

Womb

Listen to quiet in the rustle of leaves

kaleidoscopic

and ferocious applause from the seventh wave

web veined / whenua blood

see beauty in harakeke choked by convolvulus

suspended

and respect the latticework of a bruise
smell the sweetness of rotten fruit beneath trees
and tī kōuka flowers at night
taste the depth of freshly turned earth
and the honesty of blood

kākano
undulating / anointed / ripe
taonga
omnipotent / infinite
womb

feel satisfaction at the release of a scab
and the delicious surges contained in a kiss
sense comfort in ancestral knowledge
and trust in yourself always
• from then the wind came (Steele Roberts)

Reviews
Hera Lindsay Bird
Hera Lindsay Bird (Wellington:
Victoria University Press, 2016)
ISBN 9781776560714. RRP: $25. Paperback. 112 pp.
Reviewed by Paula Harris, January 2018
If you have any interest in Hera Lindsay Bird’s self-titled debut
collection, realistically, you’ve already read it. So, if we’re being
honest, you’re only going to be reading this review to (a) find
someone who agrees with your thoughts on it, or (b) find someone
who doesn’t. So, buckle up, buttercup.
Hera has serious skillz. Yes, skill to the degree that it requires a
z on the end. Her imagery, her similes, make me wish I had a
brilliant simile to compare them to. Quite possibly this entire
review should just be a list of delicious similes and images:
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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Like a metal detector detecting another metal detector. …
So hard we break sports, leaving the conveners of the Olympics
with a generous redundancy package

(“Ways of Making Love”)
I am the suspicious circumstances
surrounding your death
If you are a shape-shifting wizard
I am the shape you are shifting into
If you are a fast-moving cloud
I am an entire field of deer
looking up

(“If You Are an Ancient Egyptian Pharaoh”)
You have to drag your heart across the room like a heavy chair.

(“Pain Imperatives”)
Like a haunted board game
pried from the rubble of an archaeological dig site
You roll the dice & bats come flooding out your heart

(“Love Comes Back”)
Between the plastic sheets of a lobotomy table
because writing poetry about fucking
when you could be fucking
is the last refuge of the stupid.

(“Ways of Making Love”)
Yes. I did just randomly throw down lines from her poems. It’s
the right thing to do. You know that your eyes just did little jumps
for joy when you read those.
Despite how the media in general responded to her collection,
make the genitalia count for
Hera isn’t the first poet to write about sex, or even the first female
something
poet to do so. She’s not the first to be blunt and outrageous. She’s
not the first to mention body parts (although she does seem to
have kicked off a minor trend amongst young female poets to
throw random genitalia into poems; please, stop it — make the
genitalia count for something). She does write some rather
wonderful words, and if you don’t snort-laugh at some point during some of her poems, well, then I’d suggest you
may be suffering from extreme uptightness and you should consult with a medical professional at your earliest
convenience.
Undoubtedly, Hera has hit onto a cultural nerve. Or a cult of nerves. Do I suspect that the viral nature of
“Keats…” had more to do with people tittering to themselves (and, obviously, tittering to/with their friends) about a
poem — a poem!! — that involves fucking, repeatedly, with poetic names from high school scattered throughout?
Yes. Is the page gobbling “Mirror Traps” lost on me? Completely.
Despite the truly gasp-worthy similes, overall the poems don’t stick with me. There are definitely amusements
that I feel the need to read aloud to others. There are statements that strike a chord: ‘Some people are meant to hate
forever /and other people are meant to have appropriate reactions’ (“Hate”). But when I close the pages, the poems
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when I close the pages, the
poems stay inside the book

stay inside the book. They don’t wiggle their way into my heart
like weevils into bags of rice. The opening poem/introduction,
“Write A Book”, by far comes closest to weevil-ness, but the rest
are fleeting delights with some beautifully crafted lines. And I am
someone who likes to find new weevils to place in my heart. And
yes, I know, not everyone reads poetry to encourage the
introduction of weevils, although I don’t understand why not.
If you like/love Hera’s poetry, then nothing I say will make you
see it any differently. You’ll possibly snort and call me old, or
ignorant, or stupid. Or you might never read this. If you haven’t
read Hera’s work, then I’m not sure I’ll convince you to. But I will
offer you this tiny weevil, from “Write A Book”:

I wrote this book, and it is sentimental
Because I don’t have a right-sized reaction to the world
To write a book is not a right-sized reaction
To put all your bad thoughts on paper
And make someone else pay for them

(“Write A Book”)

Mimicry 2
Edited by Holly Hunter (2017)
ISSN 2463-6460. RRP: $15. 72 pp.
Reviewed by Paula Harris, January 2018
We all stopped loving each other one night around 8.30.

(“The Siege of Corinth”)
Seriously. Seriously. How brilliant an opening to a short story, to a
journal, is that?? Sharp-intake-of-breath, wait-what?!?, you’ve-got-me
levels of feckin’ brilliant, that’s how brilliant.
The rest of Sebastian Morgan-Lynch’s short story, “The Siege of
Corinth”, completely and utterly lives up to the promise of that first
line. This is a story that has been crafted, the words placed carefully. It
is, quite frankly, spectacular. The only thing that ever snagged for me
was the title itself. Usually I’m a back-and-forth flipper of poetry books
and literary journals, rather than a cover-to-cover reader, so if a title
doesn’t grab me, especially for short stories, I mightn’t pause in my
flipping. But I’ve no idea what other possibility might exist for this
story; the title tells the reader something and nothing of what is ahead.
Mimicry 2 also ends with a wallopingly glorious punch.
Henrietta Bollinger’s “In and Out of Taxis” is a choose-your-own
dialogue with taxi drivers and the repetitive conversations that can
be had — especially if the passenger has a superficial difference.
Your wheelchair is so heavy / different / interesting.
You had an accident? / Were born like this?
I’m sorry.
You are a smart / brave / good girl.
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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I was fortunate enough to have seen an earlier version of this poem, when it was being workshopped at Victoria
University’s Iowa Poetry Workshop. I’m sorry that some of the lines from the original were culled, and one new
line — ‘Born ‘n’ bred. They had cabs here in 1840. Horses’ — doesn’t sit right with the rest of the poem. But
overall, this is a beautifully worked piece; the repetition of the ‘You are a smart / brave / good girl’ line throughout
in particular is delicious.
Sadly, in between these two kauri of word strength, the journal overall is a bit underwhelming. Editor and
publisher Holly Hunter wrote in a piece in Pantograph Punch that ‘Mimicry is speaking to and for the next
generation of New Zealand artists and readers in an effort to help local literature evolve’. Which is a fantastic
reason-to-be, but I’m not exactly sure where Mimicry is evolving it to.
There are a handful of beautiful moments. Chris Tse’s “Punctum” is refined and easy and a good kind of crazy,
such as when the speaker talks about their potential children’s acting auditions (the list of auditions is marvellous)
and careers:
But in all likelihood my children will have only
moderately humble acting careers playing
accountants, taxi drivers and restaurateurs
to supplement their primary incomes as
accountants, taxi drivers and restaurateurs.

The first of Livvy Nonoa’s “Los Haiku Incompletos” made my neurons jitter with the imagery:
Loving made me dull;
a tired old pencil end

(“Los Haiku Incompletos”)
Overall, for me, the short stories are stronger than the poems. I’m all for evolving writing and making poetry
more accessible (trust me, I’ve ranted plenty of times about how I don’t understand poetry, when it’s thickly veiled
and requires a magic key to reveal itself). But maybe the evolution being sought here isn’t towards accessibility; I
just don’t know what the evolution is.
More than anything, Mimicry 2 made me long for JAAM, which sought to showcase a range of (new) voices.
But JAAM was more polished; Mimicry 2 feels like a high school or first-year uni project, to publish a group of
friends’ writing. I really wanted to like it. I really wanted to find fantastic new voices, saying new things (or even
old things) in great ways. I didn’t. It is, in Hunter’s words, ‘…mixed metaphors and earnest, overwritten
sentences…’. We’ve all written mixed metaphors, we all have overwritten, painfully earnest work sitting in a folder
(go on, admit it, you do). But I am grateful to every editor who said ‘thanks, but no thanks’ (even if it takes time to
find that gratitude) because that pushed me to find stronger, uglier ways of writing. For me, evolution doesn’t mean
sloppy. I hope other editors will say no and these writers will push to find something better.
I do hope that the (r)evolution is coming. But let the words be strong, so that the change can be truly heard.

He’s So MASC
Chris Tse (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 2018)
ISBN 9781869408879. RRP: $29.99. Paperback. 92 pp.
Reviewed by Paula Harris, October 2018
I’m lying in bed with Chris Tse.
Well, Chris Tse the Poet is currently in Iceland, posting photos of the Northern Lights and waterfalls on Twitter,
while I’m with Chris Tse in Book Form in Vermont, exclaiming every time I see a red maple leaf on the footpath.
And exclaiming while I read his poetry. And sometimes cursing him, for being so damn good.
Damn you, Chris Tse.
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The short version of this review: most of these poems make my
insides ache, and I keep wondering if maybe I’m a gay man, because
they connect with me so much.
The longer version of this review: when you read this book, maybe
you’ll feel like Chris is writing your life. Even though your life is
different to his life. And that’s what makes poetry magical.
I missed Chris’s first book, How to be Dead in a Year of Snakes,
because it was during my (incredibly long) period of not reading much
new poetry, because none of the poetry I was reading made sense to
me. I was in full I Hate Poetry mode. Yes, I know, it’s a terrible thing
for a poet to say. But, still, the truth. I think the first piece of his writing
I read — at least, the first time I read something and his name clicked
into my head — was “Punctum”, which is one of my favourite poems
in He’s So MASC. [A poem first mentioned in the previous review, of
Mimicry 2. — Editor]
The sense of humour in it clicked with me, along with the
underlying this isn’t about being funny message. Chris starts out with
the proclamation:
This is my blood oath with myself: the only
dead Chinese person I’ll write about from now on
is me.

And then proceeds to examine his life as a Chinese woman and what his (her?) children’s acting careers will be
like (hint: not much). It’s also about other things. You’ll have to read it.
Part of what I like about Chris’s writing is all the cultural references — to music, to television. Just reading the
title “Tonight, Matthew”, I had to put the book down for a prolonged snort of laughter, while Jem and the
Holograms make an appearance, along with Taylor Swift and Grease and others. And I get that why I like these
cultural references is because they’re also my cultural references, and so that immediately invites me in like a
welcome mat (although the welcome mat would have sequins, because, well, sequins! Maybe that’s what the
sparkle-motion cover really is, an artistic, sparkly, welcome mat)
There are poems that I can’t actually tell you what they’re about, because I can’t figure it out for myself.
But with most of those, I can tell you that even if the words didn’t click into some form of knowing in my head,
something inside of me still got them. “The saddest song in the world” is one of these. There are so many moments
when my brain went huh?, but I cried while I read it. And there are wolves… many, many wolves. There are a
couple of poems that didn’t quite work for me, but maybe they’ll
work for you. It’s hard to be too harsh on those ones, when so
many are doing such amazing work.

you’ll feel like Chris is writing
your life

It’s like

Other personal favs: “Choose your own adventure”, which
starts ‘If attraction, say yes / If rejection, start again’ and
“Performance–Part 2” which has the gasp-worthy lines ‘My
friends—I can be / anything you don’t want’ (Damn you, Chris,
for writing such brilliant lines!). And then there’s the poem “I
want things that won’t make me happy” (did I mention that his
titles are sublime?) with:

every time I go

out clubbing and flirting
I come home with another skeleton to bury.

Before we went on our respective travels, Chris and I grabbed a coffee (well, neither of us had coffee, but we met
somewhere that serves coffee). I advised him that I’m a flicker — I only read a poetry book cover-to-cover if I’m
© New Zealand Poetry Society / Autumn 2019 / Editor: Ivy Alvarez / editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
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reviewing it, otherwise I flick through the book for the poems that catch my eye or insides on any given day. He
looked vaguely horrified by this. So as I read He’s So MASC without flicking, starting at the start and working my
way through to what may or may not be the end (but is an outro), I kept jiggling impatiently. Because I knew there
was a poem up ahead that I wanted to rush to and roll around in, even though every time I read it, I cry.
“Release” is a poem that will grab your heart and squeeze it till you gasp. It will pummel your tear ducts. No
single part of it seems to do justice to quote but, if I have to offer you something:
The books by my bed
will still tell me beautiful lies and
every passing song will fill my head
with the empty spaces of you—
even the dance songs (especially
the dance songs).

If I ever grew up, I’d want to be Chris Tse. And then maybe Taylor Swift would write me a song. While I’d
write stunning poetry. And wear sequins.

Members’ Poems
La Sainte Chapelle
Fifteen windows soar
above his craning neck
their glass jewel-rich.
He imagines artisans
sick from ashy fires,
oxides, working with lead.
Glass fragments make a
picture book of faith –
his own mind is doubting.
King Louis built this chapel
to house precious relics
such as the Crown of Thorns.
His is invisible. Conscience
provides its daily pricks
as he works, half-hearted.
Statues of twelve apostles
lounge on columns, serene
at their job done well.
He envies their peace
for he is a pastor who
is sick of his flock.

14
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Day by Day
My son doesn’t know what it’s like to be old
with little to do all day, alone.
He toils at his office chasing that clock
which at home plays tortoise with me.
I make another pot of tea, sit in my chair
by a bedroom window, stare through
patterned lace, scanning each passing face.
Life is thriving out there.
Mrs Patel from our dairy next door
brings Meals on Wheels left for me –
only she has a key. I’d like a chat but
no chance of that. Customers are waiting.
Late afternoon, workers stream from their bus.
My son lingers, eyes raking our windows,
unlocks the door, sighing. I’m seated
with a book I can’t read – my glasses still broken.

— Anne Hollier Ruddy
Embouchure
I am writing a poem about how you play the oboe
in the rain early Saturday morning, earliest spring
the plum tree I noticed yesterday, just budding.
When the rain abates, when, the nectarine and peach need a spay
blossom soaked, young trees under
a protection of copper mist.
Liquid notes, minor on pittosporum, major on iron, play
along spouting down pipes through draped windows into
hush.
I am no beginner yet each embouchure is commencement
a location of what chimes the haphazard technique
adventured in white space, curves followed to shape
letters, fingers placed making sound
make something.
The moment may mutter and the tummy rumble
for a bittersweet breakfast, the To Do list steadfast on the fridge.
I see your grace sway a frockcoat, eyes closed.
Posture can press too hard you suggest confidence
might bend the line. Our morning music vibrates
the day, an Assemblage with Silence for Solo Voice
accompanied.

— Michael Giacon
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A Strange Intimacy
A young woman in her night clothes
sleeps behind a ground floor window
as if a prop in a shop’s bedroom furniture display.
As a man does, I wonder if first light has borne
dreams of love, of wildflowers, wild horses,
perhaps a soldier-prince sashed with sword drawn.
Maybe she just dreams of having her own place
to crash, of leaving hostel life to her peers
who buck the rules and ride bareback after midnight.
I can’t know, of course, what films light or noir
are showing behind her pinked face,
or if the public walking by her boudoir
on their way to the rec centre gym
think it’s rude to stare or, hmm, peep.
In my head, Voltaire holds court at Café Procope.
He proclaims, ‘Once a philosopher, twice a pervert,’
then with mock balcony wave and a wink
summons the next of 40 cups of coffee a day,
a proclivity to drink that helps explain
20,000 letters, dozens of books, more than 50 plays,
a good number judged by the authorities to be profane,
hence, he was housed for a time in the Bastille
to reconsider where he stood. I decide to move along
lest the young woman is roused by her sixth sense
and from behind the glass starts pointing
and mouthing fishy accusations which pick me out
not as a vision from heaven, but rather
just another creep the cops want to question.

— Brett Reid
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TRANSITION
Five horizontal views of the Kaipara river
compositions framed from my bed.
[uplands] [mangroves] [shops] [trees] [harbour]
I sip at them through squints and blinks
between lashes tired with looking;
photographs mounted in window-split scaffolds.
Wedged, I am prone, enclosed by sheets
bounded by heaven and madness
drinking in views; medicine or poison?

Shutter-close my eyes.
There is no more view, just a dream.
I am in it—I am the river
slipping along as mirrored glass
reflecting a house, a portal, a pale-faced portrait.

Snap-open my mind.
I cannot feel the cold water
coursing from hills to harbour.
Beyond the headland, breaking
whitecaps and sandbars wait
for passing souls to cross over.
When my time comes to go beyond
I will look back, just the once.
[estuary] [farmland] [tributary] [village] [window]
I will pass through these panes that separate:
as lens from image and light
as lamina from pestilence and peace.
I will freely slip my mortal cage
at the arc of the bay; transpose and diffuse
bound for open sea.

— Arwen Flowers
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Crop Circles
We know August by how yellow our bedroom at dawn
how rich the paints nature daubs outside our window –
blue slash of sky, ribbons of hedge, poppies, gold flag of corn.
Our bedroom eyes this van Gogh view, our window
a silent watcher of that instant our eyes never capture,
when the golden flag is branded by three concentric rings.
Circles are an interruption we expect this time of year,
as certain as swallows flying south in autumn.
Blind portholes to a secret place.
I like to walk in the corn,
so tall it sways
above my head.
All I see
is gold spears,
blue sky,
escape.
You can’t see the crop circles at ground level
only the shock of crushed, broken corn.
Village talk grows like mistletoe. Whispers of alien landings.
We are divided. He says, bored teenagers, me, night winds,
a mini tornado twisting in perfect geometry.
When wind blows, it laps at ears of corn and I think
of stones dropped in a still lake. On the surface,
ring ripples spread like village rumours.
When sunlight torches water, it makes a window
through to below, and you can watch
small pebbles
somersault
and sink.
Seven league boots, I say, someone night-walking.
On tiptoe so they don’t disturb us sleeping.
Sometimes my mouth is an open window to ideas
best kept secret. His mouth shapes a capital O,
shimmers a smirk. When he laughs I hear seagulls.
But when he is gone, boy-racing his quad bike
in determined swipes over the back field
and I am up to my elbows in pigswill,
I try stepping large, balanced on my toes.
I wonder how far is seven leagues,
and where my other foot might fall?

— Trish Veltman
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Windows in the troubled house
let in the wimples, sliding through like handkerchiefs,
their nuns’ ghostly faces making insubstantial promises,
calling for lost families, the daughter lying
on the green chaise longue, looks up
from her phone, watches the apparitions
duck and dive across the ceiling
and leave out through the open window, whisk
and blend into the shuffling trees, while the son,
who doesn’t see, strums his guitar,
bony fingers like branches tap-tap-tapping,
and the father in the office only hears
the trees go woo-woo, and looks out the window
his face a moon
his fingers, still
while the keys go on talking to the screen
and the mother in the kitchen
like all good mothers with a carving knife
chops and arranges the vegetables in straight lines
but the carrots and parsnips and curly lettuce keep shifting
she wants to call out to the wimples
come back, come back
but she knows they are no answer
she longs for
the moon to come out
walking swiftly through the trees
to kindly, please, bind the house
in your cool white bandages.

— Gail Ingram

Vale Aalix Roake
It is with sadness that we record the deaths of Aalix Roake (71) and her husband Richard (63),
in a car crash near Rolleston in Canterbury on the morning of Wednesday, 12 December 2018.
Born in the US, Aalix came to New Zealand in 2002 and first lived in Waikato, where
she was involved with poetry groups. In 2016, she moved to Rolleston in Canterbury. She
wrote in a number of styles, including haiku, tanka, science fiction, long-form poetry and
technical work. Aalix was also an artist. Depending on the genre, she also used pen names,
including Dana Bryce and variations of Sandra / SJ / Stuart Burkhardt.
Aalix won numerous awards for her haiku, and her work has been included in several
international anthologies. A selection of her poems will appear in the forthcoming Fourth
NZ Haiku Anthology.
— Sandra Simpson
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Instagram Poem
The best and most fundamental place to
find support is within yourself… you
must be your own hardest critic, your
most independent reader, your closest
ally in art. Poetry writing is a solitary
task … the most authentic and
autonomous way to learn is during
those hard hours: self to self, heart to
mind, content to form, alone.
—Jordie Albiston, Writers Victoria
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